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A Birkin on eBay?
Our favorite consignment store owner dishes about
her new reality show

Chicago’s current “it” girl Corri McFadden sat down with
FabFitFun, dishing on her new reality show and, naturally, what
should be on our luxury consignment wish lists. Plus, she
reveals what’s in her fabulous handbag.

What are the most coveted items available on eDrop-Off
right now?

We currently have a Hermes 30cm Birkin in olive that is ah-
mazing! What lucky lady wouldn’t love a Birkin for the holidays?!
On a realistic note, not everyone will receive a Birkin this year.
We have something special for everyone: a beautiful Oscar de
la Renta chinchilla coat, Christian Louboutin Inverness ankle
booties, a Tiffany & Co. cocktail ring, a Louis Vuitton travel
cosmetic case, and a Chanel tweed double flap handbag. The
list is endless. We make dreams come true!

We hear you will join the reality star club in 2012. Tell us
about House of Consignment.

The show is based on my luxury consignment business, eDrop-
Off, and the everyday activities that come with running my

  eDrop-Off
    2117 N. Halsted St.
    Chicago, IL 60614
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business, as well as squeezing in a social life by balancing
events, my loving boyfriend, friends, and family. It’s a chance for
me to also change the face of the consignment world and give
viewers a glimpse into the amazing closets of some of my most
fabulous clients!

What would you find in your dream “Closet Cleanout” (we
bet you would love to raid G’s E! fashion closet).

Of course I would love to raid G’s closet! When you clean for
someone who is cool and fun, it is always a good day! I love to
walk away with pieces that are rare. A dream day would be a
car filled with Louis Vuitton, Chanel, and Hermès!

You are very in demand these days being named to Crain’s
40 Under 40 and all, so how do you stay so trim and fit
while running your company?

Work out and sleep! I would never sacrifice either. I have an
amazing personal trainer who is flexible and understanding of
my schedule, which is key.

Tell us what handbag you carry and what’s inside? 

I am currently carrying the Proenza Schouler Oversize PS1 in
olive green. If you were to explore inside you would find a
makeup pouch full of about 15 lipsticks (excessive, I know), a
Balenciaga card holder, eDrop-off temporary tattoos, Chanel
sunglasses, a Flip Cam, an iPhone, and gloves!

xx, The FabFitFun Chicago Team

Cure that Hangover
The best ways to recover from (and
prevent!) a hangover.

Get Glam
Tips for a gorgeous look from G’s
own beauty experts.
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